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Introduction
The question of which kind of entities are really interacting is specifically central and difficult in the study of cooperations between research laboratories and firms, because these cooperations involve various kinds of agents.
In France, a contract of cooperation between a research laboratory and a firm is signed both by the firm and by a big research organization like a university or the CNRS. The contract generally mentions the name of the research laboratory, as it is defined by the university or the CNRS (the french national center for scientific research), and also the name of the research leader. For the research side, there are three different levels of action : the liable organization ; the research laboratory as an internal organization inside the university or the CNRS ; and at last a single researcher. It is also known (Amiot, 1996) that there is fourth level, which is the small research team (a dozen of researchers) working with the scientific leader. For the firm, there are also several levels, especially for a group : the group ; a local establishment really cooperating with the laboratory ; a specific team within this establishment ; and at last, the industrial leader of the cooperation.
Which is the appropriate scale of analysis for the study of this kind of interactions between heterogeneous agents ? What are the agents really interacting (individuals, small teams, organizations) ? What are the processes by which decision making shifts from a level to another ?
We will address these questions on the basis of the results of an empirical study of cooperations between firms and CNRS laboratories in the field of engineering, conducted in order to understand the genesis of cooperations. For that, we have reconstructed 130 stories -from the beginning to the end -of cooperations (with a contract at one time, but not necessary during all of the story), involving 27 scientific leaders, 19 laboratories and 81 industrial partners (firms or interprofessionnal organizations). These stories were reconstructed by using interviews with the participants, in the laboratory and in the firm. A minimum of two interviews (and a maximum of five) were used for each story. The stories have various duration (from six month to forty years) and take place in various fields (computing, electronics, fluid mechanics, chemical engineering, etc.) and various institutional contexts (existence of a technical milieu with associations or government organizations). The questions were mainly focused on the genesis of any cooperation and also on the processes of routinization and institutionnalization resulting in a shift of the level of action and relationship (shifting from individual level to the organizational one for example). We will discuss the various kinds of meeting using the notions of embeddedness (Polanyi, Granovetter, White), and decoupling (White) , and more generally the theory of Harrison White's "Identity and Control" (1992) .
We will discuss the following questions on the basis of our empirical study :
What units of interaction are relevant in that kind of cooperation ? We make the general hypothesis that the relevant action units can change in time from the individual level to the organizational level or conversely in becoming personal after as start in an interorganizational frame. Our second hypothesis on this question is that the relationship between scientific organizations and firms form an exchange sphere partially embedded in other activity spheres : the higher education system, the labour market and less importantly the non professional activities.. This questions and hypothesis are especially involved in the analysis of spatial proximity effects, that is the fact that they are more probable if the partners are located in the same urban area 2 . The two main explanations of spatial proximity effects are, on the one hand, the constraint of face to face interaction for tacit knowledge exchange (Zucker, Darby and Armstrong, 1994, repeated by Callon et Foray, 1997) , and on the other hand, the effect of personal networks in the relations between organizations (Powell et Brantley, 1994 ; Saxenian, 1994 ; Grossetti, 1995) . Here, the choice between analysis units (organizations, économiques l'innovation". individuals, connection between the two) is a crucial point. We make the hypothesis that the proximity effects are explained by the embeddedness of the relationship between organizations within interpersonal, professional or non professional networks.
Our theoretical frame : Embeddedness and decoupling
It seems to us that the theoretical framework proposed by White (1992) , although we adopt only some of his ideas 3 , is helpful in clarifying some aspects of the problem of choice on the appropriate action unit in a collaboration context. First, it doesn't postulate as a start the superiority of one particular action unit (individual, firm or state) but considers the problem of constructing identities in interaction confronted with the actions of others identities. In some cases, the germane action units will therefore be the individuals and in other cases, the collective entities. An identity has a story and can grow or dissolve itself in the interaction dynamics. Second, the embeddedness concept developped by White is more complicated this one that was made famous by Granovetter. For White, the embeddedness is a process with a reverse, the decoupling, that is the interactions abstraction in some particular institutions and in some regulatory ways, which he calls styles. So, the embeddedness and decoupling processes are very similar to the framing/overflowing notions, as defined by M. Callon (1999) after Goffman ; with the framing process corresponding to the decoupling and the overflowing to the embeddedness. As Callon suggests, it's possible to link the question of framing/overflowing or decoupling/embeddedness with the notions of market internalization and externalities, as developed by the economists. A synthesis of these correspondences can be shown in the following The third kind, which results from the first two on a wider level in exchanges spheres, is the embeddedness between one sort of exchange (the relationship between public research and firms) within another sort of exchanges (the work market for example).
In di vidu al s pace The issue of the autonomy of this particular exchange sphere is an important point of discussion. Some authors defend the thesis of the autonomy of cooperations between firms and research laboratories, due to the specific nature of knowledge in R&D activities. Som others defend the embeddedness thesis, in which this sphere partially depends on other 3 Thanks to Alain Degenne for his help in the comprehension of theorical framework elaborated by spheres (labour market, educational system) or (horresco referens for some) on nonprofessional social activities. Raising the issue of which of the action units are considered, allows to separate between two problems which are often mixed up : the problem of the embeddedness between activities spheres and, the problem of the embeddedness between organization relationships within interindividuals exchange.
Some Collaborations Stories
We have chosen to study the collaborations between some CNRS research laboratories within the "Engineering Sciences" department, where the public research has to prove also a mission in firms support. We analysed more than a hundred collaborations, which at some time or the other were based on a contract.
The method consists at first, in collecting information from the CNRS data base "protocole" 4 which lists all the contracts signed between the CNRS units and outside partner (about 14 000
contracts signed with firms between 1987 and 1998). We selected some researchers who were scientifically responsible for some of these contracts and we asked them to describe several collaboration experiences in order to collect some data on the genesis and on the evolution of the collaboration. In fact, we not only insisted on the relationship genesis between organizations but we also tried to go back in time to the prior individual. Each story collected from one researcher was completed by interviews made with industrial partners or other participants (other researcher, doctorate financed in the frame of this collaboration, help given by employees from external organizations, colleague, and so on).
The basic unit , the history of which we have been trying to reconstruct is not the contract, as it appears in the CNRS information data, but the collaboration, which may go through a succession of contracts as well as non-contractual periods or different institutional forms (a common research laboratory for example). To define the beginning and the end of a story, we used a criteria of relational continuity, that is the fact that the contacts between the teams, in the research laboratory and in the firm, keep on going, even if the people change or if the Harrison White trough a working paper very clear not yet published. 4 Thanks to Joseph Baixeras and to the CNRS relationship firms service for allowing us to access to some data information.
content evolves. The important fact is the opportunity to observe some intermediary operation between the individuals, involved in both organizations.
We realized 27 initial interviews with researchers, which generated 130 stories, which themselves were completed with 119 interviews (73 with industrial partners, 46 with other researchers or participants). The researchers initially questioned belong to teams located in Toulouse (11), Bordeaux (5), Montpellier (3), Clermont-Ferrand (2) and Grenoble (6); most of the SPI (sciences for Engineering) are represented : electrotechnics (1) electronics (7), automatics and robotics (3), computing (5), chemical engineering (4), fluid mechanics (7).
The 130 relationships involve 81 partners, in which 38 major companies (73 relationships), 35
small firms (38 relationships) and 8 are public organizations of technological research (CNES, CNET, and so on) which we choose to include because they played the part of true industrial partners in the stories collected. 36% of these relationship are located in the same region (the research and the firm are located in the same region), 38% associate a provincial laboratory and a firm located in the Paris region and 26% a research laboratory and a partner from another region or country.
Which explanation of spatial proximity ?
The two hypothesis that we presented above are very different. In the first one, the proximity effects are active all along the cooperations, while in the second one, they are active only during the genesis of the cooperations. In the first one, the relation can involve different individuals for each organization, as far as they can have face to face interactions, while in the second one, a relation can disappear if the involved individuals are substituted by other people. In the first one, the relevant unit of action remains the firm (a firm can choose to move to get nearer of a partner in order to facilitate tacit knowledge exchange) while in the second one, there are two kinds of units of action, the organizations and the individuals. In the first one, the relation is decoupled or framed, autonomous from the flow of personal interactions outside the involved organizations. In the second one, on the contrary, the relation can be embedded in this flow, at least at the beginning. In the first one, we can remain in the framework of innovation economy while in the second one, we need to use a sociological approach.
After more than one year or inquiry, we have totally dropped the first hypothesis and we have several new reasons to advocate the second one.
The constraint on tacit knowledge exchange doesn't explain proximity effects
Let's recall that the tacit knowledge explanation for proximity effects, which is advocated by several authors, postulates that people from firms must have the possibility to go to the laboratories in order to get researchers tacit knowledge, and that is what makes local relations more likely.
We have seen no cases when engineers or firms members had regularly gone to their cooperating laboratory more than the 3 or 4 usual yearly coordination meetings, a rhythm that practically doesn't vary and that makes no difference between local cooperations and the other ones. When a cooperation needs considerable exchange, which is not always true, there generally is a PHD student who works at different periods either in the laboratory either in the firm. When the partners are far from each other, the technical problems can be solved by specific methods like the making of a double model of the studied system in the laboratory and in the firm (in electrical engineering for example).
There is another reason to refuse tacit knowledge explanation : in our data we have no correlation between local cooperations and the contents of this cooperations as we coded it i . It doesn't mean that there is no tacit dimension in these cooperations but it doesn't explain the proximity effect 5 s.
The ways that cooperations begin
In a study of laboratories from agronomics national institute or research (INRA) using questionnaires, (Estades, Joly et Mangematin, 1996) conclude that there are three logics of beginning of cooperations between laboratories and firms : a "proximity" logic, when local milieu and personal networks are central ; a "market" logic when a firm have defined a precise problem and look for the best partner by formal ways (journals, etc.) ; the "club" logic, when there is another organization that put the partners together. We will see that local relations doesn't necessary come from personal networks and that personal networks can result in non local relations. We will also see that it is not necessarily the firm that takes the initiative to seek for a partner. It can be the laboratory. At last, the third organization can be there without being at the origin of the relation. We have made three categories of cooperations genesis that don't take into account the fact that cooperation are local or not : the network logic ; the institutionnal logic and the market logic.
3.2.1. The "network" logic
As we expected it, a great part of the cooperations (48 cases, 44%) have their origin in a chain of personal ties between the two leaders who will later sign the contract. In each case, it is possible to isolate one key personal tie that explains the making of the cooperation. It can be classified in two sub-categories of network logics, the first one that involves professional relations (former co-workers, former students of the same courses, professor and former student), and the second one, that involves private relations (kin ties, or friend ties). The two logics define two different kinds of embeddedness : in the first case, cooperations between research laboratories and firm are embedded in the teaching activity of universities or engineering schools, while in the second case, it is a much more general embeddedness. The following table shows that in our stories it seems to be the first kind of embeddedness that dominates, particularly the relations that take their origins in the teaching activity and the labor market. However, non professional ties are not rare, and this shows that even research, which is a so specialized activity, can be embedded for a part in non professional relations. We must insist on the fact that this embeddedness is limited to the genesis of the cooperations.
A cooperation which takes its origin in personal networks can move to a more formal way, involving new people and develop in a way that keeps no traces of its origin. In that case, the relation is decoupled from its initial context. 
"Institutional" logics
In a part of the stories (20, 18%), the cooperation between a laboratory and a firm result from the participation of the two leaders in a meeting organized by an third organization, from national or local administration. For example, a firm executive and a researcher that can influence their organizations and don't know each other are invited to participate in an expert committee. To participate in such a group (generally from 10 to 30 persons) that have to give collective advice and to make collective decisions implies interactions that can result in bilateral cooperations projects. Let's remark that here are only the cases when institutional organizations are at the origin of the cooperations and not all of the cases when institutions where involved at one time or another to finance or to do something else in the cooperation. For example, in the seventies years, "the Direction générale de la recherche scientifique et technique" (DGRST) financed research projects only if they involved an association between a laboratory and a firm. This politic resulted in a number of cooperations.
Institutional connections

Categories of institutions
"Market" logic
The third kind of connection (42, 38%) doesn't involve an external organization neither a chain of personal ties. It can result of the initiative of a researcher or a firm executive that seeks a partner by using formal means (reading scientific journals, consulting of data bases, etc.). When he found him, he will contact him to propose a meeting or a demonstration. The cooperation can also result from a organized meeting (congress, colloquium). The difference with the institutional connection is the number of people that attend the meeting. While in the institutional connection, the groups are small and people have to work together, in a congress, there are much more attending people and the future partners have to choose to contact each other. We also count as market logic, the kind of story when the connection result from a student getting a training period in a firm by using formal means.
"Market" connections
Categories of market connections 
Proximity effects can be explained by embeddedness or cooperations in personal networks, especially in professional ties
We are now able to table connection logics with the local or non local character of the cooperations. These results suggest clearly that proximity effects can be explained by the embeddedness in local personal networks. However, we must insist that if the correlation is very significant, one must not make a confusion between local cooperations and networks logic of connection, since this logic applies for a great part to non local cooperations. The relative importance of network logic of connection with parisian firms can be explained by importance of the parisian labor market for engineers and PHD from provincial laboratories, school or universities.
Connection logics and et partners regions
Let's note that connection logics are not correlated with the laboratories regions, neither with the kind of firm (small or big), neither with the technical contents, neither with the length of the cooperations (see Bès & Grossetti, 2000b) .
We consider that these data well sustain the first and second hypothesis, i.e. the explanation of proximity effects by spatial structure of personal networks and the relative embeddedness of cooperations between laboratories and firms in the teaching activity and in the labor market.
We still have to examine the third hypothesis about the variation of action units.
The research team level and some decoupling processes
The analysis of the stories that we have collected shows that the most relevant group level is the research team having two to fifteen researchers, organized around a scientific leader, which was already seen by Michel Amiot (1996) or Terry Shinn (1980) . On the firm's side, the level is almost the same, a specialized team in a big establishment, the direction team and some engineers in a small enterprise. One can observe at this level regular exchanges of information and handing over between people in research and development operations. We didn't always observed true teams or working groups in the laboratories and in the enterprises.
Sometimes it is only a lonely researcher or engineer that cooperates, sometimes with the help of a student.
If we take into account the two levels of the individual and the team, we obtain four configurations that can exist at one time in a cooperation : 1) one researcher and one member of a firm ; 2) one researcher and an industrial team ; 3) a research team and one executive from a firm ; 4) a research team and an industrial team. In the three last cases, there can be, and there generally is, an intermediary person.
We can analytically distinguish four kinds of processes, always linked in real cases, that result in decoupling of the relation from the flow of interindividuals interactions. These processes can result in the sharing of contacts by a team and the making of a formal relation.
The first decoupling process, the "collectivization", is the result of the teams internal organization and of the organizational characteristics of the cooperation project itself. This can lead to a kind of task division, some persons becoming specialists in interface activities (contracts seeking, participation in scientific associations, etc.). Traditionally, these tasks were assumed by the scientific leader, altogether with the scientific management. This process, that we can call "collectivization" have its reciprocal, the personalization, when a researcher or an engineer, who have participated in a cooperation in a team, take it over until that if he would move to another laboratory, the cooperation would end. Almost half of the 19 teams that we studied have a real collective organization. The other can be totally individualized or collective only for a part.
The second decoupling process, the "formalization", well documented by Cassier (1997) , is the legal framework of the contract that define the resources sharing and what everyone is supposed to do. The contract contributes to frame individual action and collective action (from the team, the laboratory, the CNRS, the firm, the industrial group). A great part of the contracts negotiation is dedicated to the making of internal agreements (with the legal department or the financial department for example) on the basis of the first agreement between the two cooperating teams.
The third process, that we can call "materialization", is the action of all the technical devices or materials that allow common work : modeling, making of a specific software, instrumentation, specific data, materials, intermediary reports. These material intermediates allow the outmatching of permanent interaction between participants and are necessary to the task division. It is an important dimension of scientific and technical work, well documented in the works of Callon (1989) , Latour (1994) and other researchers following this line of analysis.
These three processes, that we have found in our stories, are well analyzed by the sociology of organizations or the innovation studies. We would like now to insist on a fourth process that we found being absolutely central in the cooperation between laboratories and enterprises and that is much less often mentioned in the studies of these cooperations. This process, that we call "personification", is the involving in the cooperations of particular persons that embody for a time the relation between a laboratory and a firm : students doing training periods in the firm, PHD students working on common topics with a grant from the firm, researchers being on transfer to a firm or on the contrary, firm members being for a time in the laboratory. These people belong for a time to both the organizations. One could say that they belong to the cooperation organization and to the cooperation project. In more than 9 cases on 10, the cooperation is based on the work of these intermediate people.
Like material intermediates, human intermediates contribute to decouple the relations from the involved organizations. In the same time, as far as students tend to be recruited by the cooperating firms and as people on transfer keep relations with their former co-workers, this fourth process results also in an embeddedness in personal networks and can contribute to take down the studied decouplings made by the three other processes.
Conclusion
These results can reinforce the theoretical framework that we have presented at the beginning of this paper. The interest of this framework is to define several different processes of embeddedness processes involving different units of action. The proximity effects explanation involves embeddedness of organizations relations in personal networks, embeddedness of personal networks in different spheres of activity and, as a result of these two processes, the embeddedness of particular sphere of activity in other spheres (here particularly the embeddedness of cooperations between firms and laboratories in the teaching activities and the labor market)
The analysis of our stories shows the relevance of two levels of action for the understanding of cooperations between laboratories and firms : the individuals and the small teams, with frequent move of initiative from one to another. In that particular case, it is difficult to make models with only one level of action without studying the specific effects of the other level.
